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Dear Friends

our popular lectures. Anyone who would like to join the
events team please let us know.

As we start another year we are still
not much the wiser as to how this year
will shape up. At the moment we are
waiting for the lockdown rules to ease
before we start the work parties and
any other activities like events. We will
be pushing hard for these to restart
as soon as is practicable, as the risk
outside is extremely low especially as
we will operate with very clear safely
rules.
We have managed to continue
with some projects, and it
was with great pleasure we
were able to assist Fishbourne
Church with repairs to their
car park which had been
severely potholed by people
parking to go and walk in the meadows.
After a hard wet winter, we will find that our harbour
infrastructure of paths, footbridges, tracks and associated
facilities will have taken a battering – so there will be an
awful lot to do. If you are interested in joining our work
parties when they resume please look at the volunteering
page on the Conservancy website, as they manage all our
volunteers.
We are always keen to have members volunteer to
be more actively involved in our activities. We will be
restarting our events programme as soon as we can, and
we will be experimenting with Zoom talks to replace

There has been a considerable amount of comment
recently about water quality, and we know that is
something that our members feel very strongly about.
As an organisation we work within the existing harbour
management framework as part of the advisory
committee, and we have been very active in recent years
with supporting scientific research to understand the
scale of the problem and potential solutions or courses of
action.
We will work with all of the locally involved parties so
we can try an operate as one voice and on an agreed
direction. Unfortunately, changes to the current
operating regime that Southern Water works to are
unlikely to be fast, and nor will they happen without
national legislative changes. The recent Private Members
Bill Sewage – Inland Waters has given national impetus
to this. It has been postponed as at time of writing, but
the main aims appear to be being taken on board by the
government.
We will update you all on our work as it progresses.
This year will see some considerable changes in the
Friends trustees. We welcome Claire Stokes, Claire
Armstrong, Jamie Smith; and we have said goodbye to
Val Davies, Nigel Bennett and Mark Stanton who have all
given years of stalwart service. Our thanks to all of them.
Finally, my 5-year term as Chair finishes this year, and
Heather Baker will take over as Chair at the next AGM. I
will continue as a Trustee and edit this newsletter.
I would like to wish you all a much better 2021.

"There has been a considerable amount of
comment recently about water quality, and we
know that is something that our members feel
very strongly about."
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Oliver Chipperfield

Our 2020 membership survey
As many of you will remember we carried
out a membership survey in 2020. The
results are informing the future key focus
areas for The Friends and also enabled us
to save money at this critical time of the
pandemic when we had no events income.
Firstly, thank you all for such an enthusiastic response. Almost
500 members completed the survey and gave their time to
help us plan for the future.
Key Focus areas - Environment & Water Quality
The most important things you highlighted were a focus on
environmental concerns and water quality. As you know these
are things we already do some work on. For example the provision of the new pump out station in Itchenor, the report into
plastics in the water and the (normally!) ongoing work parties
that collect litter and plastics from around the harbour.
However, it is clear that we need to find ways, together, to
do more. There is increasing concern about the impact on
water quality from the water companies’ discharge of sewage
into the harbour, from pressure on the sewage system from
increased development and from the impact of nitrates and
other chemicals from agriculture.
There is a lot of activity in this area. The Conservancy conduct
water testing and a Private Members Bill is going through
Parliament regarding a duty on water companies to ensure
that untreated sewage is not discharged into rivers and other
inland waters. We believe the Harbour fits this criteria.
There were other topics that concerned many of us but these
two were highlighted as the most important and the impact

Engaging with a wider community
We all know that these issues are front of mind for people of all
ages. However we found that the vast majority of our members
are from the more mature end of the spectrum. Over 70% of
those who replied are over 65 and more than 95% are over 50.
Given the importance of the environment to future generations this has made us consider how we can plan to better
engage with a younger set of “Friends of Chichester Harbour”.
As a committee we are discussing how to improve and increase
The Friends’ work to support initiatives with local schools,
other education establishments, sailing clubs and other local
organisations and businesses. This would be addition to our
associations with and support for The Conservancy and other
key Harbour groups.
As a committee we are updating our strategic plan to take
account of all of these points. We will keep you updated on our
plans progress.
Finally, many thanks to all of those who agreed to receive our
newsletter electronically and/or who agreed to Gift Aid. The
printing and mailing of the newsletters is one of our highest
costs and being able to send it by email is a huge saving and
more environmentally friendly. Gift Aid enables us, as a registered charity, to access government funds at no cost to you. In
this year of no income from events and other activities it has
been really helpful to be able to reduce costs and increase Gift
Aid income. Thank you. 			
Newsletter by
email

Key areas of concern

<50 years...........2%
50-64 years.....25%
65+ years...........71%

Yes please.........91%
No thanks..........9%

Paul Adams

Susanna Palmer

Water quality............ 31%
Plastic pollution...... 45%
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Firmbee

Members ages

of them on bathing water quality and safety are of course
important to all of us. We are considering how to support
activity and education in these areas to ensure we follow up on
our members’ concerns.
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The Rise of the Staycation

David Harris

Amanda Pugh set up Wellies and Windbreaks in 2015. She now
manages 36 holiday homes in the Wittering and Itchenor area.
She quickly learnt that adaptability is the key to success. Once
she put into place a cancellation policy offering immediate
refunds without question if travel wasn’t permitted, the
bookings came flooding back in. Last summer the first guests
arrived on the 4th July and everything that could be booked
was booked over the summer holidays. The savvy ones also
booked ahead to 2021 to give themselves peace of mind
that whatever happens they have a place reserved for the
school holidays. Any spaces that were left were snapped up
in January. Where she can, Amanda, gives priority to regular
customers to reward their loyalty. She feels it is inevitable there
will be permanent changes to our holiday routines. It is likely
that with so many ‘working from home’, families will be able
to take a holiday while one or more of the members are still
working. Holiday homes may have to adapt by providing an
office or quiet work area.
Gary and
Martyna Pearce
took over the
popular 36
on the Quay
restaurant with
rooms in May
2019. They had
no idea how
One customer has had to change their
difficult their
booking 5 times - Martyna, 36 on the Quay
first year of
business was
going to be! They offer relaxed, high end dining with four
bedrooms with views over the harbour at Emsworth. They
were only open for a total of six months during 2020. During
the first lockdown they adapted their business by setting up
a food truck which serves quality takeaway street food. When
they could open business was brisk, but the restrictions on
household mixing during December had a real impact on their
normal Christmas trade. They are seeing people booking now
for summer but customers want reassurance, customers can
now cancel up to 24 hours in advance and get a full refund or
free transfer to another date. They don’t want any customers
to feel under pressure to come especially if anyone in the party
4

Holiday homes may have to adapt
by providing quiet work areas
- Amanda, Wellies and Windbreaks

isn’t feeling well. One customer has re-booked 5 times and
still hasn’t managed to stay with them yet! Martyna says it is
likely that people will come to them for delayed celebrations of
significant birthdays and anniversaries.
Nestled on the farm at Dell Quay are the five luxury holiday
cottages making up Quay Quarters. Run by the Sawday
family since 2003, the latest and largest cottage was added
in 2012 to keep up with the demand for accommodation.
During the first lockdown the family took the opportunity to
carry out maintenance. When the lockdown lifted there was
an immediate surge in bookings with nearly every cottage
taken from July-November. The second lockdown was a real
blow with very few people wanting to stay during the Tier
2 restriction period. As with the others, Jack has found that
flexibility is the key. Set change over days and week long
bookings have been eased so customers are now welcome to
book any length of stay from just two nights. The majority are
now booking online. Jack is looking forward to another busy
summer and believes that with travel abroad restricted for
some time, the staycation wave will keep on growing!
The staycation wave will keep on
growing - Jack, Quay Quarters
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Julia Toms Photography

With the dramatic changes to our lives in the last year, it is likely that more of
us than ever will be holidaying in the UK this year. But will people choose to
come to Chichester Harbour? Ali Beckett spoke to three local accommodation
providers to get their view.

England Coast Path
Following the success of the Wales Coast Path, the government proposed an
ambitious project to complete a 2,795 mile path around the coast of England.
Since 2012, sections have been opened. Hannah Wiggins-Bettles of Natural
England gives us an update on plans for Chichester Harbour
Despite the pandemic, work has continued on the
development both locally and nationally, of the England Coast
Path National Trail, albeit at a slightly slower pace thanks to
Covid19. At 4,500 kilometres, that’s 2,800 miles to you and me,
once completed the England Coast Path will be the world’s
longest continuous coast path, connecting many existing trails
and creating new routes - it has the simple aim to connect
more people with our beautiful coastline.
Here in Chichester Harbour, the Government is now
considering the proposals published by Natural England in
October 2019, which aim to improve coastal access along
a 78km stretch of the Hampshire and West Sussex coast.
Natural England is currently reviewing the points submitted
by landowners and other interested parties, which were raised
when we published these reports. The hope is to have all of
the paperwork with the Planning Inspector in the next few
months.
The proposed trail from Bosham to West Itchenor was
approved in July 2020. This incorporates Andy’s fantastic ferry
service (itchenorferry.co.uk), which for a small fee is available
to transport foot passengers, bikes and dogs across the water.
For those hard-core walkers, or for when the ferry isn’t running,

we have included an alternative route to walk around the
Fishbourne Channel. When the ferry is running this will make
for a fantastic circular walk!
For ease and consistency, establishment works will
commence on this part of the route once the whole of the
Chichester Harbour’s route has been finalised and approved.
Establishment will involve plenty of walking for our team
along with the Chichester Harbour Conservancy, to plan the
placement of signposts to help you keep on the right track, as
well as any other infrastructure required such as steps, bridges
or boardwalks. So, if later in the year (Covid permitting!)
you see lots of Natural England logo’d folks with maps and
clipboards, you’ll know what we’re up to!
We’d also like to take this opportunity to say a huge thank
you to all our partners, local people, and the councils, who
have been such a huge part of creating the proposals for the
Chichester Harbour stretch of the England Coast Path. Here’s to
a fantastic 2021!
You can find out more about the England Coast Path’s progress
by visiting www.gov.uk and search England Coast Path, where
you will find a National Progress Map.
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Helping Harbour Nature
to Recover
by Sarah Chatfield

In mid-November, with the prospect of a very quiet winter
ahead at the Education Centre due to the coronavirus
pandemic, I was thrilled to be offered the opportunity to be
seconded for 5 months into a new role of Nature Recovery
Officer to work on the Conservancy’s new initiative CHaPRoN
(Chichester Harbour Protection and Recovery of Nature).
Protected landscapes such as Chichester Harbour AONB have
sadly not escaped the dramatic decline in nature that is being
seen across the globe. Climate change and anthropogenic
pressures are placing ecosystems under increasing strain,
taking their toll on wildlife and biodiversity.
Within the Harbour, a recent study by Natural England has
shown that nearly 60% of saltmarsh has been lost since 1946
with 47% lost since designation as a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI) in 1970. England has lost all its seagrass in more
than 50% of its coastal waters and 95% of its native oyster
reefs. Both ecosystems were once abundant in the Harbour
and now little remains. This dramatic loss of habitat impacts
on the future success of wintering bird populations and
marine wildlife. Without urgent action the rate and scale of this
deterioration will only accelerate in synergy with the increasing
impacts of climate change.

At the same time as we observe this decline in coastal habitats,
society is increasingly realising the value of them, not only
for wildlife but also as valuable natural capital providing vital
ecosystem services for human life and the economy. These
services include water filtration and purification, natural sea
defences, carbon sinks mitigating against climate change,
nursery grounds for young marine creatures contributing to
sustainable fisheries, ecotourism and general health and wellbeing for people. The hidden value of these habitats makes
recovery even more critical for the future.
CHaPRoN is the Conservancy’s long-term strategic initiative to
protect and recover nature in the Harbour. It is a partnership
working with specialist organisations such as the Environment
Agency, Natural England, Sussex IFCA, Coastal Partners and
the RSPB to determine the best outcomes for the Harbour
to protect and restore nature and create a landscape more
resilient to climate change. It provides a framework to deliver
objectives outlined in the Chichester Harbour Management
Plan and Defra’s 25 Year Environment Plan.
My new role is to support the CHaPRoN initiative as it starts to
evolve, to facilitate the development of the future vision for
nature recovery in the Harbour and the strategy to achieve

Sea grass
down by
100% in >50%
of English
waters

Paul Naylor

Paul Adams

Saltmarsh
down by
60% in the
Harbour
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this vision. I will be working with our key partners to start to
develop project ideas that will put nature on the pathway to
recovery within the Harbour.
The projects will initially focus on the intertidal and subtidal
habitats as these are at greatest risk of further loss and have
such a high natural capital value. These projects will include
identifying suitable areas of land that should be safeguarded
for future saltmarsh creation. Utilizing scientific research into
saltmarsh restoration techniques and exploring potential
opportunities to restore existing saltmarsh in the Harbour.
Investigating ideas for restoring and protecting seagrass
meadows based on the results of academic research trials
currently being conducted in England and Wales. Improving
water quality in the Harbour through methods to reduce
nutrient levels and supporting research into the impacts of
endocrine disrupting chemicals on the Harbour’s fauna.
Furthermore, as English agriculture starts to transition towards
the new Environmental Land Management Schemes (ELMS),
my role will involve building relationships with farmers and
landowners and exploring project ideas together that will
benefit farms and support nature recovery in the AONB and
other public benefits. Once project ideas have been formalised,
funding is critical for any implementation. My role will
therefore also involve assisting with seeking and applying for
external funding so that project ideas can become reality.
I am very excited about this new challenge. As we embark on
the third lockdown, it gives me hope that something good will
emerge from the pandemic and that if people work together,
society can make a difference and help to reverse the decline
in nature for the good of wildlife, humans, and the planet.

Oyster Boat Terror
Needless to say, Terror was unable to operate last
season, but the skippers and crew fitted her out as
usual and she was used very regularly for training
and leisure purposes by the qualified volunteer
skippers. She is now ashore at Emsworth Yacht
Harbour under her new bespoke winter cover
and we are hopeful that, subject to Government
regulations being eased, we will be able to resume
our public trips again in the coming months.
When that happens, she will be sporting a new set
of oak mast rings, beautifully hand made by classic
boat builder Nick Gates. We plan to varnish, paint
and antifoul Terror in April ready for the new season.
With all the uncertainty we are not currently taking
bookings. As soon as it is safe and we are permitted
to sail again, bookings will re-open on our website
www.oysterboatterror.org.uk. Hopefully, that will
not be too long and Terror will be gracing the
waters of Chichester Harbour once again with
paying passengers.		
Chris Clode

How to make oak mast rings by Nick Gates
> Select green oak from a
local timber yard for straight
grain.
> Saw to 7mm and thickness
to 5mm.
> Taper both ends then
steam for 12 minutes.
> Lay it into a female mould.
Once out you have about 20
seconds before the timber
cools. When it's snugged
up tightly clamp it, remove
from the mould, rivet and
chase out any slack.

Native
oysters down
by 95% in the
UK

> Radius internally, sand all
over, submerge in linseed
oil for a few days.

Peter Adams

> Hang up to drip then coat
with varnish.
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100 years Hayling Island
Sailing Club
The impressive buildings of Hayling Island Sailing Club (HISC) are one of the first
things you would notice when entering Chichester Harbour by water. And if it's a
club racing day you will probably find yourself quickly surrounded by dinghies of
all shapes and sizes whizzing around enjoying the tidal challenges of this part of
the harbour. 2021 is the Club’s centenary year. Pam Marrs, Membership Secretary
for the Friends of Chichester Harbour and active club member tells us a little
about its history.
In 1921 Hayling Island Sailing Club (HISC) started life at Wall
Corner, Mengeham (above) and used to meet in nearby Quay
Cottage until the first club house was built in 1928 on what is
now the site of Mengeham Rythe SC. During this time the HISC
One-Design sailing dinghy was developed and raced around
anchored rowing dinghies displaying large numbered boards.
After 15 years, in 1936, HISC moved into a two-storey building
on its present site at Sandy Point dominating the Harbour
entrance and providing access to the open sea or to the
harbour with all year sailing possible at all states of the tide.
During the War years the site was requisitioned and used by
Combined Operations Pilotage Parties (COPPs) training men to
undertake missions in canoes to recce landing sites on beaches
in Europe.
In 1959 the members were able to purchase the land at Sandy
Point thus securing permanent ownership of the club. 1993
saw the first pontoon built to enable passengers using the
ferry from the club’s moorings to step ashore with dry feet.
In the late 1990s the clubhouse was deemed unsafe due to the
failing foundations of the internal steel frame so a lottery grant,
in recognition of HISC becoming a RYA Centre of Excellence,
was obtained for the complete rebuild.
In 2000 the first additional building to the new club, the boat
shed, was built and used as a temporary clubhouse during the
following two year building programme. This ‘shed’ houses
HISC Committee boats in winter, enables the maintenance of
the dozen or so RIB patrol boats, a large hire fleet of various
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dinghies available for members, plus storage of all the marine
equipment that is now needed for running the many sailing
events and championships that are hosted by HISC.
The original clubhouse was demolished in 2001 and the official
opening of the new building was by HRH Princess Royal in
March 2003.
One of lottery funding conditions was that sailing must be
offered to children and this has been done by the formation
of a very successful Thursday club which operates May to
September for local schoolchildren.
In 2018, the original pontoon was rebuilt and extended due to
the build up of sand around the site and the land to the south
of the club behind the RNLI station for a large overflow car park
was purchased in 2019.
HISC is a family orientated club with several family generations
and Olympic medallists amongst its large membership. Class
and handicap racing for dinghies, keel boats and cruisers plus
training events are held alongside many World and National
championships. It is the home of the Chichester Harbour
Race Week (Fed Week) which has an entry of some 350 boats
from 50+ clubs and the Round Hayling race for windsurfers,
paddleboarders & outrigger type canoes, also with a large
entry.
The highlight of the centenary celebrations will be a Regatta in
late August, in addition to a book of the Club’s history, special
merchandise and a display of 100 flags each one depicting an
event of note for its particular year.

www.friendsch.org
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Look for these pale yellow
flowers from December
to May in woodland
clearings. They are an
important source of
nectar for insects.

Primrose
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One of the earliest
flowers to appear,
these have starshaped flowers
and heart-shaped
leaves.

Lesser Celandine

Pretty white
flowers, growing
in old woodlands.
They can smell
like foxes! Look
for them in March.

Wood Anemone
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Flowering from
April, these blue
flowers can carpet
a woodland. They
have a lovely
scent and a bellshaped flower.

Bluebell
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Look for these from
April, the flowers are
the same shape as
pansies and the leaves
are heart-shaped.

Common Dog Violet
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Tiny bright blue flowers
(sometimes with the odd
pink one) from April, the
leaves are hairy. They do
well on disturbed ground
as one plant can produce
a lot of seeds.

Forget-me-not
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The Conservancy has been working
on downloadable worksheets
for families. This one is an ideal
companion for walks in local
woodlands whether the rules allow us
a physical companion or not!
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Spring Flowers Challenge
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More Change at East Head
Background
East Head has changed greatly in shape and size over recent
centuries and continues to respond to coastal processes.
Almost 200 years ago, the East Head spit followed the line of
the beach from West Wittering straight towards Hayling Island
leaving only a small harbour entrance. Since then, in response
to changes in sediment supply, the main body of East Head has
rotated clockwise around the hinge turning through almost 70
degrees. It still tends to move in that direction.
The sea defences at East Head fixed the hinge in its current
location a generation ago and coastal experts judge that the
hinge is now held seaward of where it would otherwise be.
This creates pressure for a narrowing at the neck of East Head,
which could lead to future over-washing, as happened in 2004,
and ultimately a breach.
Management
The Pagham to East Head Coastal Defence Strategy 2009
(PEHCDS), adopted a policy of Adaptive Management for East
Head, this was confirmed by the North Solent Management
Plan 2010.
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Historical changes
1842 - 2000

The East Head Coastal Issues Advisory Group (EHCIAG) was
set up, in response to the PEHCDS Strategy, with the purpose
of monitoring changes at East Head and to react to those
changes. Its role is advisory, and it seeks to ensure decisions
taken by operating authorities are well informed and based on
the best available information.
The East Head Coastal Issue Advisory Group is made up of
representatives from Chichester District Council, Environment

www.friendsch.org

Adaptive Management
Given that the historic sea defences are damaging to the
long-term integrity of East Head the adaptive management
policy, informed by geomorphological experts, seeks to
manage the failure of the now rotten sea defences and allow
the beach to roll back to a position in equilibrium with coastal
processes. It is facilitated by agreeing trigger points for actions
and close monitoring of the feature and is underpinned by a
determination to maintain all tide access to East Head and not
to allow a breach.
Translating this into the current phase of management means
that the sea defences are removed when they reach the end of
their serviceable life having naturally failed, to allow a natural
beach and more sustainable coastline to form, in a process
known as ‘roll back’.
Recent Changes Reported by EHCIAG
The recent high tides and stormy weather have led to very
visible changes around the Hinge south of East Head.
Over the past 18 months, EHCIAG have seen the theory play
out in practice, as a shingle beach has now established around
the Red Flag area (Groyne 22), in the future the beach is likely
to move further landward. This beach is close to the height
of the original man-made structures, providing an equivalent
barrier, but one better able to protect the long-term integrity
of East Head.

Further east around the
Groyne 21 and 20 area, there
has also been considerable
change with the sea defences
failing over the past year. While
these changes may appear to
be more dramatic, they were
anticipated by EHCIAG.
Groyne C24

EHCIAG are currently working
Groyne C23
Groyne C22
on a response to the recent
Groyne C21
Groyne C20
changes and a ‘recycling’
activity is being considered to
bolster the beach, by placing
material behind the existing beach. This will ensure sufficient
depth and material to successful continue the process of
rollback. Recycling is the term used to describe the movement
of beach material from a local area close by, from an area
where the shingle usually migrates to under natural conditions.
The last recycling was carried out in February of 2016, when
3,000 tonnes of shingle and sand was deposited to form a
bund on the hinge area. This provided a backstop for the beach
we see today around the red flag, to develop.
In January this year, West Wittering Estate removed the
dangerous, failed sea defences and will continue to monitor,
and act to make sure the area remains safe.
Richard Craven, Director & Harbour Master
and James Crespi, West Wittering Estate
For further information, EHCIAG documents are available to view on the West
Wittering Parish Council website (http://www.westwitteringparishcouncil.gov.uk/
east-head-costal-issues-advisory-group).

www.friendsch.org
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Max Ambrose

Agency, National Trust, West Wittering Estate, Natural England,
Woodger Trust, Cakeham Manor Estate, Chichester Harbour
Conservancy and West Wittering Parish Council.

The spring of 2020 will be remembered for a lot of
the wrong reasons, but amid the lockdown and the
terrible spread of COVID19, there was some positive
news on breeding birds in Chichester Harbour. The
shallow, tidal lagoons at Snowhill Marsh (part of
the West Witterings Estate and right next to the
National Trust’s East Head) played host to the first
breeding avocets in Chichester Harbour since the
1980s.
Avocets have been spending the winter in Chichester
Harbour for many years, usually in fairly small numbers (2040). The best place to see the wintering birds is at the tops of
the Nutbourne or Prinsted channels, although they can turn
up pretty much anywhere in the harbour at low tide. The two
hours after high water is usually the best time, as they follow
the tide out feeding on the shallow creeks as they become
exposed. Despite their striking black and white plumage,
they can often blend into the flocks of gulls, other waders
and shelducks.
During April 2020, however, a big change occurred when
several pairs of avocets appeared at Snowhill Marsh and very
soon began breeding. The habitat there is a series of shallow
saline pools, with a number of small islands – quite frankly,
ideal avocet habitat! 16 pairs of these wonderful birds nested
on the islands around the lagoons, and were very successful
– at least 20 young fledged, perhaps as many as 24.
Snowhill Marsh can easily be viewed from the footpath on
the seawall between East Head and Coastguard Lane, and
during May and June some of the young avocets were often
easily visible from the path, usually accompanied by one or
two ever vigilant and very noisy parents. As the juveniles
became more mobile and started to fly, several could be

Contacts
Chairman: Oliver Chipperfield, chairman@friendsch.org
Secretary: Mike Lewis, secretary@friendsch.org
Treasurer: Jamie Smith, treasurer@friendsch.org
Membership: Pam Marrs, membership@friendsch.org
Events: vacant, events@friendsch.org
Design & Production: www.alibeckettdesign.co.uk
Registered Charity: 1051162

Avocet chicks
could be easily
seen from the
footpath

seen feeding on the creeks on the seaward side of the
seawall at low tide.
Being ground nesting birds, and having a rather long
fledging period often results in quite high losses to predators
such as foxes and large gulls, but 2020 was certainly a good
year for the birds at Snowhill. This was despite a family of
foxes being sighted on the edge of the marsh on several
occasions, just metres from the young avocets. Being adept
at swimming, as distinct from just wading, young avocets
have a reasonable chance of escaping such predators - this
ability was no doubt important in their success.
Despite breeding in many locations on the east coast of
the UK, it is easy to forget how few sites support breeding
avocets on the Sussex and Hampshire coast. In Sussex
they are confined to the Rye Harbour area in east and the
Pagham-Medmerry-Chichester complex in the west. In
modern times, avocets only started breeding in Hampshire
in 2002, and currently usually only breed at 3 or 4 sites. The
breeding success at Snowhill is highly significant for the
future continued spread and colonisation of the south coast,
and will hopefully produce many more young avocets in the
years to come.				
Pete Hughes

Friends of Chichester Harbour
c/o Harbour Office
Itchenor, Chichester
PO20 7AW
www.friendsch.org

Working with
The Friends of Chichester Harbour
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Shirley Rushmer

Avocets
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New Members Welcome
Membership rates:
Single: £20
Couple: £30
Family: £40
Members receive regular
newsletters, invites to special
events, discount on Conservacy
events and the opportunity to
join environmental work parties.
To join please email:
membership@friendsch.org
Existing Members: please check
your standing order is for the
correct new rate.

